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Abstract

Capital assets, such as manufacturing equipment, require maintenance to remain functioning. Main-

tenance can be performed when a component breaks down and needs replacement (i.e., corrective
maintenance), or the maintenance and part replacement can be performed preventively. Preventive
maintenance can be planned on a periodic basis (periodic maintenance), or it can be triggered by
a certain monitored condition (condition-based maintenance). Preventive maintenance policies are
gaining traction in the business world, but for many companies it is unclear what their impact is
on the resulting inventory requirements for the spare parts that are used for the maintenance in-
terventions. We study the impact of the maintenance policy on the inventory requirements and the
corresponding costs for a setting that is realistic at an OEM in the compressed air industry. Pre-
ventive policies increase the total demand for spare parts compared to corrective maintenance, since
the former do not exploit the entire useful life of the components. This leads to higher inventory
requirements. At the same time, the preventive policies inhibit advance demand information, as
the interventions, and correspondingly the spare parts demands, are planned in advance. Using a
simulation study, we show that by using this advance demand information in managing the spare
part inventory, the increase in inventory requirements of preventive maintenance policies can to a
large extent be offset; for condition-based maintenance, we find that inventories can even be lower
compared to corrective maintenance, provided that the advance demand information is used correctly
when managing inventories. Our analysis sheds light on the behaviour of the inventory related
costs under various maintenance policies.

Keywords: servitisation, maintenance, condition-based maintenance, spare parts inventory management,

advance demand information

1 Introduction

Modern society depends to a large extent on the functioning of capital assets, which are expensive

systems having a long life time. Examples are the trains and railroads that are used to transport people

∗Corresponding author: robert.boute@kuleuven.be
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and freight, the equipment that is used in the process industry, and the machines that are used to

manufacture the goods that we use daily. These assets require a lot of maintenance throughout their life

cycle. Van Dongen [30] gives various examples of systems incurring more maintenance costs throughout

their life cycles than their initial acquisition costs; e.g., for rolling stock and the joint strike fighter this

is about twice as much.

Some users maintain their assets themselves. Examples are most national railway operators and defense

organisations. Others outsource all or some maintenance to the original equipment manufacturers or

system integrators (we will refer to both as OEMs) or to third parties. One reason to do so is that

assets are often so complex that it is hard for users to maintain them: they lack the specific knowledge

and skills that are required to perform the more complicated maintenance tasks. For the OEMs, it

is in their interest to take over the maintenance, and to deliver other services, since these after sales

activities generate a more steady revenue stream with profit margins that are often more rewarding

than the sales of the assets themselves. This trend is called servitisation. In its extreme form, users

are not even acquiring the asset anymore; they only buy the use of it (‘power by the hour’). We refer

to Basten and Van Houtum [2] and the references therein for a further discussion of the different types

of users and the reasons to outsource maintenance. In the remainder of this paper, we will take the

perspective of an OEM, who is in charge of the maintenance of the installed base of machines at its

customers’ premises. The reason is that our work is motivated by, and validated at an OEM in the

compressed air, generator and pump industry. The OEM deploys a preventive maintenance strategy

on the majority of its components and started to implement condition-based maintenance on a selected

number of components. However, the findings are also useful for users maintaining their own assets.

To be able to perform maintenance, various resources are required: spare parts, trained personnel, fa-

cilities, tools, and test equipment [15]. If these resources are not available, maintenance cannot be

performed. We focus in this paper on the relation between the maintenance policy and the spare parts

inventory control policy. The maintenance policies that we will use throughout this paper and that

are most frequently encountered, both in academia and in practice, are: corrective maintenance (CM),

periodic maintenance (PM), and condition-based maintenance (CBM), with the latter two being preven-

tive maintenance policies. (We come back to these policies in Section 2 and Section 3.) If corrective

maintenance is applied, with maintenance being performed upon failure, then the demand for spare

parts depends on the failure behaviour of the assets only. This is different if maintenance is performed

preventively. For instance, in case of periodic maintenance, it is a combination of a deterministic demand

stream of spare parts for the PM interventions, and some random demands in case a component breaks

down prior to the preventive maintenance. The stochastic nature of the degradation behaviour, the

maintenance policy that is applied, and the resulting degree of advance demand information determine

the requirements for the inventory control policy.

Still, in practice, it often happens that if some demands for spare parts are planned, while others are

unplanned, they are all treated as being the same, i.e., unpredictable without taking into account the

maintenance policy. In other words, the advance demand information generated by the maintenance

policy is not used to manage inventories. We noticed this at several OEMs with whom we collaborate,

but it is also noticed by others [see, e.g., 8]. Therefore, our first contribution is that we show how the

standard inventory control policies that are used in practice can be improved, by leveraging the advance

demand information generated by the maintenance policy. In other words, we show the inventory cost

reductions that can be obtained by not simply treating all demands as being random and unplanned.
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Our second contribution is that we compare the inventory costs of the three mentioned maintenance

policies combined with their inventory control policies. This results in a more thorough comparison in

which not only maintenance and downtime costs, but also the inventory costs for spare parts are included.

To the best of our knowledge, such a comparison has not been performed in the literature; we come back

to the existing comparison studies in Section 2.

We achieve these contributions using a numerical simulation study. We focus on the maintenance policy 
and spare parts for one component, and we assume that this component is critical, so that failure of the 
component causes the machine to stop. We analyse the inventory performance of the different 
maintenance policies under a variety of settings, e.g., failure behaviour of components and size of the 
installed base. We focus especially on CBM, since that policy is getting more popular in practice and in the 
literature [see, e.g., 34, and the references therein]. One reason for its popularity is that monitoring and 
storing data becomes cheaper and big data technology allows for better analyses. Another reason is that 
when looking at the maintenance and downtime costs only, this policy is typically the most cost-effective 
one [see, e.g., 22].

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews the related literature. In Section 3 
we discuss the maintenance policies that we consider in our numerical study. In Section 4 we introduce our 
model, the assumptions that we make and the notation that we use. In this section we also address how 
the inventory policy can be adapted based on the maintenance policy in use. We present our extensive 
numerical study in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.

2 Related literature

We first discuss some literature related to the degradation and failure behaviour of components. We

then discuss literature related to the maintenance policies considered in this paper and its related spare

parts inventory control, with specific focus on the use of advance demand information. We conclude with

some comparison studies that are related to ours.

When components are in use, they degrade, resulting at some point in a failure. There are many ways in

which degradation behaviour and thus failure behaviour can be modelled. We discuss a few well known

examples. The delay time model (DTM) was introduced by [5, 6] and is discussed more recently, for

example, by Wang [36]. In the model, it is assumed that a component can be in three states: good, defect

and failed. The time that the component remains good, the time-to-defect, has a certain distribution,

while the time that the component remains in the defect state, the delay time, has another distribution.

This model is especially useful when the degradation behaviour is monitored using inspections, and

the goal is typically to optimise the inspection interval. The time-to-failure of the component is the

convolution of the time-to-defect and the delay time. A somewhat related model that can be used to

model degradation behaviour is the Markov chain, in which there can be any number of states and a

component remains in a state an exponentially distributed amount of time. If the sojourn time in each

state is equal, the time-to-failure is Erlang distributed. If there is only one state that can be distinguished,

the time-to-failure is exponentially distributed. This is often assumed for electronic components.

The degradation can also in some cases be tracked on a continuous scale. In that case, the Gamma process

can be used to model the degradation behaviour. It is a process with independent gamma distributed

increments, which means that degradation can only increase. Van Noortwijk [33] gives an excellent
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review of the Gamma process applied to maintenance. We use a special case of the random coefficient

model. In this model, degradation follows a certain function with known and unknown parameters, or

coefficients. If all parameters are known, the degradation path is deterministic. The original application

of random coefficient models is to estimate the time-to-failure distribution based on degradation data

[19]. The special case that we consider is linear with one unknown parameter. This parameter itself is

Weibull distributed, which means that the time to failure is also Weibull distributed. It allows us to

focus on the interesting insights, without using too complicated models.

Given the degradation and failure behaviour of a component, it can be determined when to perform

maintenance. This means that it should be decided which maintenance policy to use, and how to set

its parameters. We consider three different maintenance policies, which we discuss in more detail in

Section 3. One of them is the policy of corrective maintenance, which means that maintenance is per-

formed upon failure. The other two policies are periodic maintenance and condition based maintenance,

which are both preventive maintenance policies. This means that maintenance is planned some time in

advance, in order to prevent failures. This results in so-called advance demand information [ADI; see,

e.g., 9, 12]. There are many overviews of maintenance policies, for instance, Wang [35], Tinga [27, 28],

Van Horenbeek et al. [34], or Goossens and Basten [11].

A maintenance intervention may mean various things, but we assume that it means a replacement of a

failed component by a spare part. For extensive treatments on spare parts inventory control, typically

not considering the maintenance policy, we refer to the books by Sherbrooke [24], Muckstadt [20], Van

Houtum and Kranenburg [32] or the review paper by Basten and Van Houtum [2]. The literature is

extensive, and we do include an exhaustive list. Different assumptions are made in the literature, for

example on who owns the spare parts and performs maintenance (as discussed in Section 1). If an OEM

owns spare parts to service many customers, there are pooling effects that lower the total required number

of spare parts compared with the situation that each customer owns its own spare parts. There exist

also situations where customers join forces and pool their spare parts, which is modeled, for example,

in [16]. From a modeling point of view, there is often no real difference between components that are

repairable and those that are consumable. In both cases there is an agreed lead time, with a repair shop

or a supplier, respectively, that is often modelled as being deterministic because of the agreement. In

case of a stock out, demands can be backordered, or an emergency procedure may be used to supply a

part quickly from another location. This is an important assumption that makes the analysis of models

quite different (a good discussion can be found in [3]). Based on the situation at the OEM with whom

we collaborate, we assume backordering.

One topic in spare parts inventory control that we treat in more detail is the usage of advance demand

information (ADI). The seminal paper on ADI is that by Hariharan and Zipkin [12], but not specifically

in spare parts inventory control. Whereas Hariharan and Zipkin [12] consider perfect ADI, it may also

be imperfect. For example, Topan et al. [29] consider three types of imperfectness: The demand lead

time may be stochastic, a demand that is preceded by ADI may not materialise, and a demand may

materialise that is not preceded by ADI. Topan et al. [29] give the setting of spare parts inventory control

and condition monitoring as one example where their model applies. However, they do not explicitly

model the degradation behavior of the critical components to derive ADI. Examples of papers that do

so are Deshpande et al. [7], Godoy et al. [10], Li and Ryan [17] and Louit et al. [18].

There exist some papers in which the cost performance of maintenance policies are compared. For exam-

ple, Camci [4] uses a theoretical case to compare the costs resulting from applying a corrective, periodic
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Figure 1: The corrective maintenance policy (CM)

or condition-based maintenance policy. Tinga [27] proposes two maintenance policies and compares them

with some other policies on a case of a gas turbine blade. Van Horenbeek and Pintelon [31] propose a

condition-based maintenance policy for a multi-item system and then compare numerically a few periodic

and condition-based maintenance policies. Finally, Srinivasan and Parlikad [25] compare the costs for

maintenance (including downtime costs) when condition monitoring capabilities are installed with the

case in which they are not installed. However, in this literature, costs for spare parts inventories are not

incorporated. Although the importance of the joint optimisation of maintenance and inventory policies

has been raised before [see, e.g., 23, 26, 34, 37], to the best of our knowledge, an inventory cost compar-

ison of multiple maintenance policies combined with inventory control policies has not been performed

in the literature; we believe to be the first to do so.

3 Maintenance policies

In our study we consider three different maintenance policies. The simplest policy is the corrective

maintenance (CM) policy, also called failure-based maintenance. Maintenance is then executed upon

failure of a component, i.e., when a component does not fulfill its intended purpose (properly) anymore.

Fig. 1 illustrates this policy (without loss of generality, we assume that the degradation level goes from

0% to 100%, and 100% equals failure of the component). Next to its simplicity, the main advantage of

this policy is that no remaining useful life of components is wasted, meaning that the minimal number

of parts is used and the minimal number of maintenance actions is required. The key drawback of the

CM policy is that when maintenance is required, the resources have not been scheduled to be sent to

the machine yet, which means that costly emergency measures may be required and the machine will be

down waiting for the resources, incurring high downtime costs.

To prevent this, a periodic maintenance (PM) policy can be adopted. A preventive maintenance in-

tervention is then planned, for example, every so many running hours of the machine, i.e., use-based

maintenance, or after a certain calendar time, i.e., time-based maintenance. We denote this periodic

maintenance interval by τ . Fig. 2 illustrates this policy, specifically a block replacement policy, i.e.,

a policy in which the planned maintenance interventions are not rescheduled if a failure occurs within

a certain periodic maintenance interval. When the interventions are planned in advance, its resource

planning can be anticipated and therefore the intervention cost is usually lower than in a CM policy. The
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Figure 2: The periodic maintenance policy (PM)

main drawback of PM is that the lifetime of components is not fully utilized, meaning that a component

is replaced while it is still functioning (i.e., the component is ‘over-serviced’). To decrease the effect of

this drawback, the maintenance interval τ may be extended, reducing the number of PM interventions.

However, that also means that more parts will fail before the scheduled replacement occurs, resulting in

more corrective maintenance interventions (observe that as τ increases to ∞, the PM policy reduces to

a CM policy). This is the trade-off when determining the optimal maintenance interval τ∗ in this policy.

Optimisation of a PM policy has first been treated by Barlow and Hunter [1]; nowadays, any standard

textbook on reliability engineering or maintenance optimisation treats this topic [e.g., 14, 21].

In contrast to the corrective maintenance policy, the PM interventions are planned and known (often

a long time) in advance. This results in advance demand information [ADI; see, e.g., 9, 12]. This

means that the demand for a spare part is announced some time in advance of the actual spare part

consumption, defined as a demand lead time, LD [see, e.g., 12]. Defining the inventory replenishment

lead time as the supply lead time LS, then there is no benefit of knowing the upcoming demand earlier

than LS periods in advance. Hence, the demand lead time LD = LS when using a block replacement

policy.

Under a PM policy, the length of the maintenance interval τ∗ can be optimised (based on experience or

numerically) with the degradation behaviour of similar machines. However, the maintenance interven-

tions themselves are planned independent of the actual degradation state of the machine. This is different

in a condition-based maintenance (CBM) policy, where the actual condition, i.e., level of degradation, is

measured continuously and determines when to replace the component. For example, a vibration level

is measured or the number of metal parts in oil. Typically, CBM operates with a threshold value on the

level of degradation, defined as a percentage of the critical degradation level at which the component

fails. This intervention threshold, which we denote by ε, should give the company enough time to in-

tervene before a failure occurs. The time period to plan this CBM intervention, is defined as the CBM

planning period, tp. In this time period, a failure may still occur, in which case a CM intervention is

performed instead of the planned CBM intervention. The lower the value of ε, the lower the likelihood

of failure, but the higher the number of CBM interventions and spare part usage. Note that if tp is very

short, then the degradation threshold may be set close to the failure level, in which case the CBM policy

becomes increasingly similar to the CM policy. Fig. 3 illustrates a CBM policy.
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Figure 3: The condition-based maintenance policy (CBM)

As the intervention threshold announces an upcoming maintenance intervention, and thus a spare part

replacement, it also generates ADI. If no failure occurs during the CBM planning period, the demand lead

time LD = tp. In case the critical monitored component fails before the extra maintenance intervention is

performed (i.e., within the planning period tp), then LD < tp. In other words, the demand lead time LD

in CBM is stochastic and at most tp. In Section 4 we quantify its expected value.

As stated by Hariharan and Zipkin [12], “the effect of a demand lead time on overall system performance

is precisely the same as a corresponding reduction in the supply lead time [. . . ] A supply lead time

increases uncertainty about the future (i.e., it increases the risk period in which a stockout may occur),

while a demand lead time reduces it”. This is exactly what we exploit in our simulation.

4 Model

In this section, we describe the model that we use to investigate the impact of the maintenance policy

on the spare parts inventory control policy and the resulting total costs. Section 4.1 introduces the

notation and assumptions, and Section 4.2 is devoted to the optimisation model itself. We then give the

exact model for each of the three maintenance policies that we consider in Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5,

respectively.

4.1 Notation and assumptions

We provide an overview of the notation that we introduce in Table 1. We consider an installed base of

M machines, with each machine running for R running hours annually. We assume that R is smaller

than the total number of hours in one year (i.e., R = 2,000, while 365× 24 = 8,760), so that preventive

maintenance can be planned when the machine is not running. We analyse the long-run performance of

the system.

We consider a setting with a large number of components and focus on a single critical component that 
is present in each of the M machines in the installed base. We assume that this component has one 
failure mode. A maintenance action corresponds to a replacement of the component. Upon replacement,
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Table 1: Notation

Input parameters

M Number of machines in the installed base (IB)
R Annual number of running hours per machine
α Scale parameter of the failure distribution of the component (characteristic life)
β Shape parameter of the failure distribution of the component
Ch Annual holding cost per unit
K Fixed cost per replenishment order
CCM Cost of a CM intervention
CPM Cost of a PM intervention
CCBM Cost of a CBM intervention
tp CBM planning period
LS Supply lead time
Fr Required fill rate

Decision variables

s Reorder point
S Order-up-to level
Q Order quantity
τ Maintenance interval in running hours under a PM policy
ε Intervention threshold (as a percentage of the critical degradation level at which the

component fails) under a CBM policy

Other parameters

P Maintenance policy
t Time since last maintenance intervention
T Time to failure of a component
LD Demand Lead time
Fa Achieved fill rate
I On hand inventory of spare parts
D Annual demand for spare parts
Yτ Number of failures between two PM interventions in the interval τ

Functions

IC(P ) Inventory costs of maintenance policy P

MC(P ) Maintenance intervention costs of maintenance policy P

we assume the critical component to be as-good-as-new. We use the two-parameter Weibull distribution

to characterise the stochastic failure behaviour of this component. This distribution is commonly used

due to its flexibility to model a variety of realistic failure behaviours. We use the stochastic variable

T ≥ 0 to denote the time to failure of a component. With t ≥ 0 the time since the last maintenance

intervention, T has the following probability density function f(t), cumulative distribution function F (t)

and reliability function R(t):

f(t) =
β

α

(

t

α

)β−1

exp

[

−

(

t

α

)β
]

, (1)

F (t) = 1− exp

[

−

(

t

α

)β
]

, and (2)

R(t) = 1− F (t) = exp

[

−

(

t

α

)β
]

. (3)
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The expected time to failure E {T} is then given by:

E {T} = αΓ

(

1 +
1

β

)

, (4)

with Γ(∗) denoting the Gamma function. The parameter α (denoting the characteristic life parameter)

scales the probability distribution function: a small value of α means that on average the component will

fail fast, indicating a short expected time to failure E {T}. The shape parameter β determines the shape

of the Weibull distribution. A value β > 1 is most common in practice and means that the component

exhibits an increasing failure rate. For β < 1, the failure rate is decreasing. If β = 1, then the failure

probability is constant over time and the Weibull distribution reduces to the (negative) exponential

distribution. In this paper we use the common assumption of β > 1, since periodic maintenance has no

use otherwise. Under this assumption, a larger β-value indicates a smaller variance of the failure time.

Furthermore, we consider a linearly increasing degradation behaviour.

We denote the maintenance policy on our focal component by P . As mentioned in Section 3, we consider 
three maintenance policies: Corrective Maintenance, Periodic Maintenance (with block replacements), 
and Condition-Based Maintenance, i.e., P ∈ {CM, PM, CBM}. A maintenance intervention upon failure 
of the component, which can happen under each of the three policies, is denoted as a ‘CM intervention’ 
at cost CCM. So-called ‘PM interventions’ cost CPM and ‘CBM interventions’ cost CCBM. The cost of a 
maintenance intervention includes the costs for the spare part that is used, which is a remanufacturing 
(or refurbishment) cost for a repairable part or the purchasing cost for a consumable part, plus costs to 
get the parts from the stock point to the maintenance location. The intervention cost further includes 
the costs to get, employ, and return a service engineer, tooling, and further materials to the maintenance 
location. These costs will be lower if the intervention can be planned in advance. In case of an unplanned 
CM intervention, also some downtime costs (outage costs due to loss of productivity) are included, and 
possibly consequential damage on other parts of the machine. As a result, we assume 0 ≤ CPM ≤ CCBM ≤ 
CCM. These cost parameters represent the expected maintenance cost of a single intervention. Depending 
on the characteristics of the component, these intervention costs can differ. For instance, for different parts 
in a gas turbine, the cost parameters for different maintenance policies will be different. In our numerical 
study we will make this distinction explicitly. We acknowledge that the intervention cost itself may 
display some uncertainty – however, including the uncertainty of these parameters by modelling the 
estimation errors would go beyond the purpose of this paper. We refer to Hill [13], who addresses 
estimation uncertainty in inventory models that build on Bayesian models.

We further assume an annual holding cost Ch per unit in inventory and a fixed order cost K to place a

replenishment order, independent of the order quantity. We consider a continuous review system with

an (s, S) policy: When the inventory position hits the reorder point s, a replenishment order is placed to

raise the inventory position to the order-up-to-level S. The order is received after the constant supply

lead time LS. We assume a required fill rate of Fr, imposed by the service contract. When a stock-out

occurs, the units are backlogged and fulfilled after replenishment.

It is worthwhile to elaborate on the inventory control policy under the various maintenance policies. In

case of CM, all demands for spare parts are stochastic. There is no advance demand information and a

classical (s, S) policy is implemented. In case of PM and CBM, advance demand information exists and

could be exploited.

When the demand of a spare is announced LD time in advance (this is the spare part ‘order’), we reduce
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the inventory position (parts on stock plus parts on order), while we use a first-come-first-served policy

on the actual spare part consumption at the moment a maintenance is performed. In this way, the

demand lead time allows to anticipate and consequently reduce the risk period.

4.2 Model formulation

Given a maintenance policy P ∈ {CM, PM, CBM} on our component, we aim to find the lowest expected 
annual costs, while achieving the target fill rate Fa ≥ Fr, with Fa the achieved fill rate defined as the 
number of times a spare part was in stock upon request divided by the total number of spare parts 
demanded. The annual costs consist of the component’s inventory costs and maintenance costs; inventory 
costs relate to the inventory holding and ordering costs, while maintenance costs consist of the cost per 
maintenance intervention times the annual number of maintenance interventions. As discussed above, the 
cost of a maintenance intervention (CM, PM, or CBM) is composed of all cost factors related to the 
maintenance and potential failure of the component, including consequential damage and downtime costs. 
We define the cost functions for the component’s inventory and maintenance costs as IC(P ) and MC(P ), 
respectively. Due to the stochastic nature of the component’s failure behaviour, these cost functions are 
stochastic as well. We minimise the long-run average total costs by optimising the maintenance policy (i.e., 
determining the optimal value of τ in PM, and of ε in CBM) and the inventory control parameters s and S 
for the spare part requirements corresponding to that maintenance policy. This results in the following 
optimisation problem (O):

(O) minimise
s,S,τ,ε

IC(P ) +MC(P ) (5)

subject to Fa ≥ Fr.

As not all terms in (5) are analytically tractable due to its stochastic nature, we rely on simulation

optimisation to determine the optimal parameters of the (s, S) policy, as well as the values of τ∗ and ε∗

when respectively PM or CBM is adopted. In the next sections we outline how the optimisation problem

(O) is specified for each maintenance policy and provide analytical expressions for parts of the objective

function in (5).

4.3 Corrective Maintenance

When a CM policy is in place, the annual demand for spare parts, D, coincides with the annual number

of CM interventions, which is equal to the annual number of failures. Therefore, the spare part demand

per year is stochastic. The expected demand equals E {D} = M×R
E{T} , with M the number of machines

in the installed base, R the annual number of running hours per machine, and T the stochastic time

to failure. The ordering costs are given by K
E{D}
S−s

, and the expected annual maintenance costs equal

MC(CM) = CCM × E {D}. Only the expected on hand inventory, E {I}, to meet the target fill rate

Fr, cannot be given analytically, and is to be simulated for a given set of (s, S) parameters. In order to

obtain the optimal set of (s, S) parameters we make use of the distribution of the demand during lead

time. This lead time demand distribution is obtained through simulation.
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For corrective maintenance, Problem (O) can thus be written as:

minimise
s,S

(

Ch × E {I}+K
M ×R

E {T} × (S − s)

)

+

(

CCM
M ×R

E {T}

)

subject to Fa ≥ Fr.

4.4 Periodic Maintenance

Under a PM policy, two types of maintenance interventions are performed. First, a PM intervention

is executed on the basis of a fixed maintenance interval τ . These PM interventions generate a demand

for spare parts, DPM. Second, if a failure cannot be prevented, a CM intervention is performed to

replace the component upon failure. Let DCM denote the stochastic demand for spares for these CM

interventions. When a failure occurs, the PM schedule, and thus DPM, remains unaffected (see also

Fig. 2). Under a PM policy the total annual expected spare part demand for our component is then

given by E {D} = E {DPM} + E {DCM} =
M×R

τ
+

M×R×E{Y}
τ

τ
, with E {Y}τ the expected number of

failures between two subsequent PM interventions in the interval τ . E {Y}τ can be calculated as:

E {Y}τ =

τ
∫

t1=0

f(t1)dt1 +

τ
∫

t1=0

(τ−t1)
∫

t2=0

f(t2)dt2f(t1)dt1

+

∞
∑

i=3

τ
∫

t1=0

(τ−t1)
∫

t2=0

. . .

(τ−t1...−ti−1)
∫

ti=0

f(ti)dti . . . f(t2)dt2f(t1)dt1, (6)

where t1 is the time between the PM intervention and the first failure (and thus CM intervention), t2 is

the time between the first and second failure, etc. The intuition behind Equation (6) is the following:

its first term defines the probability that at least one failure will occur during τ time units, the second

term defines the probability that at least two failures occur during τ time units, etc. For instance, the

probability of at least two failures during τ time units, corresponds with the situation when the first

failure occurs after t1 < τ time units and the second failure occurs after t2 < τ − t1 time units, so that

the second failure occurs before τ time units have passed, i.e., before the next PM intervention.

The PM policy is now optimised by jointly determining the values of τ , s and S that minimise the total

costs. Problem (O) can thus be formulated as:

minimise
τ,s,S

(

Ch × E {I}+K
E {D}

S − s

)

+ (CPM × E {DPM}+ CCM × E {DCM})

subject to Fa ≥ Fr.

Notice that the length of the maintenance interval τ influences both the maintenance intervention costs,

as well as the inventory costs. Similar to the CM policy, all terms except E {I} are analytically tractable.

This is why we rely on simulation to evaluate the objective function and take the stochastic character of

the failure behaviour into account.

Up till now we ignored the fact that DPM can be managed differently given the fact that PM interventions

are planned in advance. We can leverage this ADI to improve the predictability of the PM interventions.

The demand lead time for PM interventions is LD = LS, which allows to replenish units for the periodic

preventive maintenance LS periods ahead of time. The demand DPM can then be replenished without
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the necessity of safety stocks. Only the demand for CM interventions, DCM, remains unpredictable as it

does not inhibit ADI, and requires safety stocks.

4.5 Condition-Based Maintenance

Recently, monitoring degradation levels has become cheaper, and big data analytics are progressing

rapidly, which lead to condition-based maintenance (CBM) gaining interest to both practitioners as well

as researchers [see 14]. Our case company installed sensors on the equipment sold and is able to monitor

continuously the degradation level of a component or system. The degradation curve and the associated

intervention threshold, ε, are at the core of our CBM model. Under a CBM policy with continuous

monitoring, there are also two types of maintenance interventions: if the threshold degradation value ε

is reached, a CBM maintenance intervention is planned and executed after the CBM planning period tp.

In case the component fails during this planning period, a CM intervention is required and the planned

CBM intervention will not take place (see Fig. 3).

When the entire spare part demand for the component under focus, D = DCBM + DCM, is managed by 
an (s, S) maintenance policy, the objective function is:

minimise
ε,s,S

(

Ch × E {I}+K
E {D}

(S − s)

)

+ (CCBM × E {DCBM}+ CCM × E {DCM})

subject to Fa ≥ Fr.

The number of interventions per year D is stochastic; its expected value equals E {D} = M×R
E{Tc}

, with

E {Tc} the average maintenance cycle time, being the average time between two maintenance interven-

tions, independent of the type of intervention. The expected number of respectively CBM and CM

interventions are given by E {DCBM} = P {CBM} × E {D} and E {DCM} = P {CM} × E {D}, with

P {CBM} the probability of a CBM intervention and P {CM} the probability of a CM intervention. The

probabilities P {CBM} and P {CM}, and the average maintenance cycle time E {Tc} can be analytically

derived as follows. We divide the lifetime t of the monitored component into two parts,

t = tε + tε,F,

where tε defines the degradation time from replacement to the intervention threshold ε, and tε,F the

degradation time between ε and failure of the monitored component (in this time window, a failure is

prevented if tp ≤ tε,F). To define their respective probability density function, denoted by f
′

(tε) and

f
′′

(tε,F), recall that we defined (without loss of generality) failure upon 100% degradation, and as-good-

as-new (0% degradation) upon replacement, and the failure behaviour following a two-parameter Weibull

distribution described by Eq. (1). Then, as tε and tε,F are proportional to the lifetime t under a linear

degradation process, we can obtain the probability density function of the degradation time between

two degradation levels by multiplying the degree of degradation between these levels (which is ε for tε

and (1 − ε) for tε,F, respectively) with the scale parameter α. Note that a similar (albeit slightly more

complex) analysis can be done for other degradation processes, e.g., exponential degradation. This leads
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to:

f
′

(tε) =
β

εα

(

tε

εα

)β−1

exp

[

−

(

tε

εα

)β
]

, and (7)

f
′′

(tε,F) =
β

(1− ε)α

(

tε,F

(1− ε)α

)β−1

exp

[

−

(

t

(1− ε)α

)β
]

. (8)

In a similar way, we can derive the corresponding cumulative failure and reliability functions F
′

(tε),

F
′′

(tε,F), R
′

(tε) and R
′′

(tε,F).

Upon reaching the degradation level ε, an intervention is executed after tp time-units, unless a failure

occurs during the planning period tp. In other words, the intervention is a CBM-intervention if there is

no failure, i.e., if tε,F ≥ tp, and it is a CM if a failure occurs, i.e., if tε,F < tp. Hence, P {CBM} is given

by the cumulative reliability probability R
′′

(tp), defining the probability of tε,F ≥ tp. Similarly, P {CM}

is defined by the cumulative failure probability F
′′

(tp). Using Eqs. (2-3) and (8), we thus find:

P {CBM} = exp

[

−

(

tp

(1− ε)α

)β
]

, and (9)

P {CM} = 1− exp

[

−

(

tp

(1− ε)α

)β
]

. (10)

To determine the expected maintenance cycle time E {Tc}, we make a distinction between the expected

time to degrade from replacement until the intervention threshold ε, and the expected time to degrade

from ε to the CBM or CM intervention, respectively. The first term, E {tε}, can be found using (4)

and (7). The second and third term can be found by multiplying the degradation time from ε to

the CBM/CM intervention (i.e., tp for a CBM intervention and tε,F for a CM intervention), by its

respective probabilities, defined by Eqs. (9-10), which leads to tp × P {CBM} for a CBM intervention

and
∫ tp

0
tε,Ff

′′

(tε,F)dtε,F for a CM intervention. Hence we obtain:

E {Tc} = εαΓ

(

1 +
1

β

)

+ tp exp

[

−

(

tp

(1− ε)α

)β
]

+

tp
∫

tε,F=0

tε,F
β

(1− ε)α

(

tε,F

(1− ε)α

)β−1

exp

[

−

(

tε,F

(1− ε)α

)β
]

dtε,F. (11)

Using Eqs. (9-11), the objective function under a preventive CBM policy can be analytically evaluated,

apart from the expected on hand inventory, E {I}, for which we need to rely on simulation. The values

of ε, s and S are then optimized taking the stochastic character of the failure behaviour into account in

the simulation.

As explained in Section 4.2, we can adjust the inventory policy under CBM, by exploiting the ADI that

an upcoming maintenance intervention is announced as soon as the degradation level surpasses ε. The

ADI then reduces the risk period LS with the demand lead time LD ≤ tp, and we reduce the inventory

position as soon as its demand is announced by the anticipated maintenance action. Also the demand for

corrective maintenance exhibits some advance demand information, as a failure will only happen after

surpassing the intervention threshold. The value of LD is then the time it takes to degrade from ε until
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the CBM or CM intervention. This demand lead time is stochastic. Its expected value is given by the

second and third term of Eq. (11):

E {LD} = tp exp

[

−

(

tp

(1− ε)α

)β
]

+

tp
∫

tε,F=0

tε,F
β

(1− ε)α

(

tε,F

(1− ε)α

)β−1

exp

[

−

(

tε,F

(1− ε)α

)β
]

dtε,F.

(12)

5 Numerical Study

In this section, we discuss the results of our numerical study analysing the impact of the maintenance 
policies on the spare part inventory requirements, with special attention to the impact of advance demand 
information (ADI) inherent to preventive maintenance. Our case company typically operates in the 
heavy-equipment manufacturing sector. The machines produced are capital intensive, having a long 
lifetime. We consider parameter values that are validated by our original equipment manufacturer in the 
compressed air industry. The machines produced contain of course a whole range of components, which 
differ in lifetime, component cost, failure, the risk of consequential damage and the failure behaviour. 
The components range from consumables, supporting consumables to expensive and vital components. 
For that reason, the parameter values correspond to a representative set of spare parts that are replaced 
during the lifetime of the machines. These spare parts vary in their failure behaviour and maintenance 
costs. We consider degradation and failure behaviour as stochastic, making it mathematically intractable 
to analytically derive the spare part inventory behaviour. We therefore perform an extensive simulation 
experiment and optimise the decision variables with the objective to minimise the expected cost function. 
However, due to the stochastic nature of the failure behaviour, the effective cost performance is stochastic. 
We display this stochasticity by providing the 25th and 75th percentiles of the cost performance measured 
in 10,000 simulation runs. For reasons of confidentiality we disguised some information, however without 
loss of generality. Indeed, the range of parameter values used is realistic and the reported percentage wise 
impact on inventories offers sufficient insights into the potential cost savings for companies operating in 
the capital intensive equipment manufacturing sector.

Given the focus of this paper on inventory requirements, in the section below we only report on the

component’s inventory related costs, IC(P ). It should be clear, however, that in our simulation exper-

iment we explore the full model as given in (5). In other words, we also take the maintenance related

costs, MC(P ), into account when optimising our decision variables. We rely on simulation mainly be-

cause we cannot derive analytically E {I}, the expected on hand inventory, which is required to meet the

desired fill rate, Fr. As shown in section 4, we are able to derive analytically the remaining variables of

model (5). The analytical expressions in section 4 can be used to validate our simulation results.

5.1 Design of the experiment

Table 2 summarises the parameter values used in our numerical experiment. These parameter values are 
used to characterise different components: e.g., components with a short time to failure are represented by 
a value α = 2, 000 versus components that fail less often are here characterised by α = 20, 000; 
Components with a high downtime cost (or high consequential damage) in case of breakdown, will have a 
higher cost of corrective maintenance, etc. We perform a full factorial experiment, which means that
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Table 2: Setup of the numerical experiment

Parameter values

M 1; 10; 100
R 2,000
α 2,000; 20,000
β 1.5; 3
Ch 0.1
K 1
CPM 1
CCBM CPM; 2 CPM; 4 CPM

CCM CCBM; 2 CCBM; 4 CCBM

tp 120; 240
LS 240; 480
Fr 0.99

we consider 3 × 1 × 2 × 2 × 1 × 1 × 1 × 3 × 3 × 2 × 2 × 1 = 432 experimental setups, corresponding to

all parameter value combinations in Table 2. For each set of parameter values we optimise the inventory

policy parameters (s, S) and the maintenance policy parameters (τ and ε for PM and CBM, respectively),

as specified in optimisation problem (O) using exhaustive simulation-optimisation. Our experiments are

simulated in Arena 14.5 and we performed an exhaustive search over an extensive range of parameter

values.

We assume that each machine in the installed base runs continuously 250 days per year, 8 hours per day,

resulting in 2,000RH per machine per year. We install the machines over an initialisation period on a

random basis to have a different age for each machine. The initialisation period is 20,000RH when a CM

and CBM policy is in use (corresponding to the highest α-value in our experiment), whereas it is τ when

a PM policy is adopted in order to have an equal probability of a PM intervention at a random time in the

infinite time-horizon. The total warm-up period including the initialisation period is 100,000RH, after

which results are collected during another 100,000RH. We simulated 10,000 runs for each combination

of parameter values.

Given our inventory focus, the size of the installed base (IB) is important. A large number of papers in the

maintenance literature considers only one machine, and the few papers that do incorporate inventory,

usually consider a relatively small IB. We consider a small (M = 1), medium (M = 10), and large

(M = 100) IB of independent machines. A larger IB will result in a higher spare part demand with a

relatively lower demand uncertainty. This will impact our results.

We express all time values in running hours (RH), so that, for instance, tp = 120RH corresponds to 15

workdays or 3 weeks and LS = 480RH means 60 workdays or 12 weeks.

5.2 Inventory control without using advance demand information

We first consider the general practice where companies manage the spare part inventory, independent

of the type of maintenance intervention. In other words, they do not exploit the advance demand

information that is inherent to preventive maintenance, and consider all spare part replacements as

random and unplanned.

Compared to CM, preventive maintenance policies increase the demand for spare parts, as some remaining
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useful life of components is not used. This increases the inventory requirements. We denote this as the 
‘demand effect’. Figures 4-6 illustrate this demand effect for a selective set of parameter values (although 
all findings apply to our full factorial experiment, the Figures only illustrate a selective set of parameter 
values). They report how the expected yearly inventory related costs IC(P ), defined as the yearly 
inventory holding costs plus ordering costs, increase for PM and CBM compared to CM. We find that 
the demand effect is stronger for PM than for CBM, indicating that the number of interventions is higher 
for PM than for CBM (when both preventive policies are optimised under the same parameter setup), 
which means that on average more lifetime is wasted under PM. In our experiments we find that the 
inventory related costs under PM are on average between 20-84% higher than under CM (the white boxes 
display the 25th and 75th percentile); in an identical parameter setup, the inventory related cost increase 
under CBM is only on average 2-19% compared to CM.

Insert Figures 4-6 about here.

We find that a lower expected time to failure (represented by lower α-values) results in higher inventory

cost increases for PM and CBM compared to its equivalent setting under CM. This is illustrated in

Figure 4 for two different α-values. In case of a short average time to failure, the optimal intervention

threshold will be set lower if it wants to avoid failures. This increases the ‘demand effect’, and likewise the

inventory requirements. This is also illustrated in Figure 5, which reports two settings with a different

IB and failure behaviour, but with equal number of failures under CM. It confirms that the demand

effect is stronger for a small number of machines that often fail (small α-value) versus a large installed

base of machines with components that have a long average time to failure, due to the lower intervention

threshold when α is small.

Under CBM, we observe that the increase in inventory costs is dependent on the variance of the failure

time (see Figures 5-6). Generally, for higher values of the variance of the failure time (represented by

lower β-values) the inventory requirements increase under CBM. In those cases, all other things equal,

the optimal policy either decreases the value of ε∗, or it will endure more failures. Both increase the

demand for spare parts. Only when the components have a very long average time to failure (i.e., a large

α-value), the difference in inventory requirements under CBM and CM becomes negligible.

Furthermore, Figures 4 and 6 illustrate that the demand effect is stronger when the cost of a CM

intervention increases compared to the cost of preventive maintenance, especially under PM. As CCM

increases, more preventive maintenance will be carried out to avoid failures by having lower values of

τ∗ or ε∗. This leads to higher spare part demand and hence higher inventory costs. This effect is more

pronounced for small β-values, as more preventive maintenance will be carried out when the variance of

the failure time is large.

Finally, we observe the impact of the installed base. As the IB grows, the total inventory related costs

per machine decrease, indicating economies of scale due to a lower spare part demand variance and the

pooling of orders, as shown in Figure 7.

Insert Figure 7 about here.
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5.3 Inventory requirements when leveraging advance demand information

When we make use of the advance demand information, prevalent in preventive maintenance, in managing

the inventory of spare parts, companies can reduce the risk period with a time span equivalent to the

demand lead time. Remember that the demand lead time is equal to the supply lead time for the PM

interventions’ spare usage, and given by Eq. (12) for all spare parts under CBM. Based on the results of

our numerical experiments we can conclude that this ‘risk mitigation’ effect indeed lowers the inventory

related costs. The exact impact however depends on the PM or CBM maintenance policy.

Under a PM policy, inventory related costs are on average up to 15% lower compared to the case where we 
do not make use of ADI. But even by introducing ADI, the inventory related costs are still higher than 
under CM. Under a PM policy with ADI, the demand effect still dominates the risk mitigation effect. 
Under CBM however, we get a more promising result. Under a CBM policy, inventory related costs are on 
average up to 14% lower compared to the case where we do not make use of ADI. Even stronger, under 
CBM with ADI, inventory related costs can be lower than under the pure (non-ADI) CM policy. In other 
words, the risk mitigation effect dominates the demand effect in some cases. We only found this outcome 
for a CBM policy. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 8, for a specific parameter setting.

Insert Figure 8 about here.

In addition to the above mentioned general insight, we are also able to refine the insight along the

following lines. First, our results indicate that the benefit of using ADI is stronger for slow degrading

components (with a long expected lifetime, indicated by a large α-value in its failure behaviour), as

shown in Figure 9. In those cases, the demand uncertainty is large and a reduction of the risk period will

have a stronger effect. In contrast, when we have a large demand with low uncertainty, risk mitigation

will only have a marginal additional impact on inventory cost reductions. In Figure 10 we control for the

number of failures (we report the same setting as in Figure 5 with different IB and failure behaviour, but

with same number of failures under CM). The results confirm that the value of ADI is stronger for slow

degrading components (large α-value). In those cases, less failures occur during the planning period tp,

which increases the benefit of pre-announcing the upcoming spare part demand. Second, we find that

the value of using ADI increases with the planning period tp. In case of a longer planning period, the

spare part use is announced a longer time upfront, which increases the risk mitigation effect. This can

be seen in Figure 9.

Insert Figures 9-10 about here.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we analyse, through simulation, the impact of jointly optimising the maintenance policy and

the corresponding inventory related costs. It is clear that the maintenance policy has an impact on the
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behaviour of the required spare part inventory. Indeed, preventive maintenance policies increase the total

demand for spare parts compared to corrective maintenance, since the former do not exploit the entire

useful life of the components. This demand effect increases the spare part’s inventory requirements. This

drawback of preventive maintenance policies can be reduced and in some cases even eliminated due to

the existence of advance demand information. Preventive maintenance policies exhibit advance demand

information because the demand for a spare part is announced some time in advance of the actual spare

part consumption. This time span is called the demand lead time. The existence of a demand lead time

reduces the risk period. This is called the risk mitigation effect. Evaluating the inventory related costs

of a maintenance policy comes down to comparing the demand effect with the risk mitigation effect.

As is shown in this paper, this evaluation depends on several factors: the type of preventive policy

(periodic maintenance versus condition-based maintenance), the size of the installed base, the failure

characteristics of the components and the underlying cost structure and operational characteristics of

the maintenance policies. Our full factorial experiment is based on a realistic setting of an OEM in

the compressed air industry with whom we collaborate. For each experiment we optimise the inventory

policy parameters (s, S) and the maintenance policies (the length of the maintenance interval τ∗ and

the intervention threshold ε∗, for respectively PM and CBM). In our numerical experiment, we find that

that the demand effect is stronger for PM than for CBM, which means that on average more lifetime is

wasted under the optimised PM policy than under the optimised CBM policy. We further find that the

demand effect can to a large extent be offset using advance demand information in managing the spare

part inventory; for condition-based maintenance, we find that inventories can even be lower compared

to corrective maintenance, i.e., the risk mitigation effect is larger than the demand effect. For the OEM

with whom we work, our analysis sheds light on the behaviour of the inventory related costs under various

maintenance policies.
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Figure 4: Inventory related cost increase of preventive maintenance compared to corrective maintenance,
without using ADI; β = 3, LS = 240RH, M = 10 and varying values of α, tp, and intervention costs.

Figure 5: Inventory related cost increase of preventive maintenance compared to corrective maintenance
without using ADI, for α = 2, 000 and M = 10 vs. α = 20, 000 and M = 100; LS = 240RH, CCM =
4CCBM = 16CPM and varying values of β and tp.
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Figure 6: Inventory related cost increase of preventive maintenance compared to corrective maintenance,
without using ADI; α = 2, 000, LS = 240RH, M = 10 and varying values of β, tp, and intervention costs.

Figure 7: Inventory costs per machine relative to the costs under M = 1, without using ADI; β = 1.5,
tp = 240RH, LS = 480RH, CCM = 4CCBM = 16CPM and varying values of α and M .
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Figure 8: Inventory related costs of CBM compared to CM, with and without using ADI; LS = 240RH,
M = 10, CCM = 2CCBM = 2CPM, α = 20, 000 and varying values of β and tp

Figure 9: Reduction in inventory related costs when using ADI in preventive maintenance compared to
not using ADI; LS = 240RH, M = 10, CCM = 2CCBM = 8CPM and varying values of α, β and tp.
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Figure 10: Reduction in inventory related costs when using ADI compared to not using ADI, for α =
2, 000 and M = 10 vs. α = 20, 000 and M = 100; LS = 240RH, tp = 240RH, CCM = 4CCBM = 16CPM

and varying values of β.
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